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FRONT PAGE
I'll open with some notices:
You will see within this issue that we are seeking a new manager for the circulating packet.
We are also seeking an email based solution to avoid the current postage costs in passing
on the packet, but to retain the 'exclusivity of viewing' in the sequence of the circulating list.
Any solution will still retain the option of hard copies for members who do not have email
access.
Brian has now served as Packet Manager for a number of years, and I am sure that many
of you will join me in thanking him for his valuable work. I hope that some will also feel as
guilty as me in needing the reminders from Brian to supply material - hopefully a situation
that can be remedied with his successor.
Chris is trying to utilise as much space on the auction list to illustrate a proportion of lots.
His initial efforts have certainly been successful in compiling an interesting list.
Postage costs place a limit on the number of pages that can be dedicated to the auction
list, and to accommodate the illustration of lots, the Sales Achieved (and therefore the list of
lots available at reserve), will be posted on the society website after the close of each
auction. It will not be printed on subsequent auction lists.
A small party of S.O.C. members attended Lausanne in May for the formation assembly of
A.I.C.O. and the Collectors' Fair. A report by Bob Wilcock appears in this issue. We wish
A.I.C.O. well, and look forward to news of their progress and activities.
Are there other members out there who are attempting to collect material from Sochi? It
seems strange that the amount of material currently being offered on the internet appears
to consist mainly of 'souvenir' or mint philatelic material as available from the Russian post
office. Postal material from the period of the Olympic Games seems to be non-existent.
Given the queues in post offices at the time, this seems strange.
The Second Summer Youth Olympic Games have been celebrated, and an amount of
material is in circulation, a proportion of which is reported in this issue. Initial indications are
that the postal arrangements were geared towards souvenir production rather than
provision of postal services e.g. availability of postmarks at a central location rather than at
venues, or even within the area of the venues. We were fortunate in having a number of
members in attendance, so hopefully more detail can be added.
2014 is significant as the 20th Anniversary of the Lillehammer '94, and 50th Anniversary of
the 1964 Tokyo Olympic Games. Both of these celebrations are featured in this issue. It is
intended to continue the review of 1964 Tokyo in following issues as the 2020 Tokyo
Olympic Games are approaching.
Does anyone have news of activity in Brazil as Rio rapidly approaches?
It dawned on me when preparing the 1964 Tokyo articles, that the time line between 1936
Berlin and my initial interest in Olympic collecting, is now significantly shorter that the
timescale between Calgary 1988 (my first attendance) and today!
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Name puzzle
Member Jean-Pierre Caravan is hoping that someone may be able to help in identifying the
person to whom this dedication was made, and writes:-

"I have a dedication that I was wondering about.
It was in a Leni Reifenstahl Schonheit im Olympischen Kampf book that was purchased a
good number of years ago in the UK.
As it is addressed to a Mister I am assuming it is man from the UK (lesser chance
American/Canadian).
The Leni autograph looks to be older rather than closer to her death.
I tried to id the last name.
Possibly a first letter P. then an A or an 0. the last two are likely ER.
The third and fourth I am thinking are FF or BB. PP?
The only thing close I could find was a british producer named Robert Popper but he seems
to be more 'current' in age.
Do any of the combination Pobber, Poffer, Popper ring a bell with you or possibly had a
connect to UK Olympics or London '48.
I usually am pretty good at researching people but this is a real puzzle for me. Perhaps he is
just a regular person that had the book signed."
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Please pass on any thoughts or potential solutions, or identities to Bob Farley rfarleysoc@aol.corn
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GB Snippets
Bob Wilcock

This is not an Olympic year, but with the Commonwealth Games in Glasgow and the Tour
de France starting in Yorkshire there are postal items that may interest some members,
and another Olympic medallist commemorated.
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Sir Bradley Wiggins, the first British winner and London 2012 Gold Medallist was of course
controversially dropped by Team Sky this year. Those first two days had plenty of drama,
and Royal Mail had a surprise in store: without any prior notice they introduced an ink-jet
slogan to be used in all mail centres for one day only, to be applied to mail to be delivered
on the first day, Saturday 5 July. Mail centres use two types of machine, so the slogan
comes in two basic formats, but depending on the mail centre the "Delivered by Royal Mail"
segment may or may not have been used, and the left to right order of the segments may
vary. Only a couple of examples have been seen, so precise variations are not known.
What is clear is that the lack of notice and the single day of use meant it was impossible for
collectors to prepare covers, so any examples will be scarce and desirable: the top one
illustrated sold for over £14 on eBay!
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Abram Games — designer of 1948 Olympic 3d stamp
On 25 March a series of "Remarkable lives" stamps was
issued, one of which depicted Abram Games designer of
the 1948 Olympic 3° stamp, though better known as
designer of the 1951 Festival of Britain stamps.. There was
no Olympic-related first day postmark.
Then in july, courtesy of Design Week and Norphil
(www.norphil.co.uk) there was notice of the use of a slogan

commemorating Abram Games,

This was in use nationwide for 4 days from 28 July on mail to be delivered 29 July to 2
August. The illustrations show the two styles seen:
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Joe Mercer
Joe Mercer, soccer player
and manager, who also
featured on a "Remarkable
Lives" stamp issued on 25
March. There was a first
day postmark, and in august,
once more without notice, a
slogan postmark:
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Commonwealth Games, Glasgow
For the record, the stamps, booklet, first day postmarks, slogan postmark, and cachet
used at the mobile P.O. in the athletes village.
The stamps depict:
2nd, Class - Judo,
1st Class - Swimming,
97p - Marathon,
£1.28 - Squash
£1.47 - Netball,
£2.15 - Para-Sport
Track cycling.
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Note that the slogan from Glasgow
itself is different from that seen from
other
mail
centres.
The
Commonwealth Games Village cachet
was applied at the mobile post office
in the village.
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Christine Ohoruogu — Olympic Gold and Silver
The last of the Commonwealth Games first
day
cancels
commemorated
the
achievements of Christine Ohoruogu MBE.
She was Commonwealth champion in the
400m in Melbourne in 2006, World
Champion in Osaka in 2007, before taking
Gold at the Beijing Olympics. In London in
2012 it was Silver, but in Moscow in 2013
she was back to her winning ways, with Gold
in the World Championships. In the
Commonwealth Games in Glasgow this year
she helped the English team secure Bronze
in the Women's 4 x 400m relay.
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(Illustrations courtesy of Bob Wilcock,
Ellis Kwan, Norphil and John Fox)

Lausanne 2014: Formation of AICO & Collectors' Fair
Bob Wilcock
21 May 2014 was an important day for Olympic collecting: it marked the formation of the
International Olympic Collectors Association, to be known by its French acronym
"AICO". SOC was one of 19 clubs and societies from 17 countries (though, disappointingly,
none from Asia or Australasia) represented at the inaugural meeting at the Olympic
Museum. Bob Wilcock was the official representative, supported by Bob Farley who had
been on the working party whose reports led to the formation of AICO, and Stathis
Douramakos, SOC's candidate for election to the Executive Council of AICO.

Bob Farley signing the formal document on behalf of SOC,
(David Maiden in the foreground).
There were 10 candidates for the 5 posts available on the Executive Committee. Roman
Babut of Poland was selected by the successful candidates for the role of President.
Christophe Ait-Braham of AFCOS (France) is Secretary, and other committee members are
Mark Maestrone of SPI (USA), Gianni Galeotti of UICOS (Italy) and Branislav Delej of
Slovakia. AICO's role is to promote the quality of Olympic philately, numismatic and
memorabilia collecting linked to historical and cultural aspects of the Olympic Movement.
AICO replaces FIPO, FIMO (memorabilia) and FINO (numismatics). These bodies were subgroups within the IOC's Collectors Commission, but AICO is an independent body seeking
recognition by the IOC. The IOC funded its formation, but regular funding will be by way of
levy on the member societies, varying according to membership numbers. The IOC will
consider requests for support and funding for specific projects in the future, potential
examples being future editions of Olympex during the Olympic Games. No doubt an event in
Rio will be one of the first things the new AICO Executive Committee will be considering.
One implication of the change is that AICO and constituent societies will not be able to
include the Olympic Rings in their logos (this is consistent with a wider change of policy by
the IOC over the use of the rings).
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The participants of the AICO Assembly on the steps of the Olympic Museum
IOC/Arnaud Meylan
The Olympic Museum
The inaugural meeting of AICO took place in the newly renovated and expanded Olympic
Museum. Although the main entrance still faces the lake, the most accessible entrance,
where the shop and ticket office are, in on the top floor, at the rear, a short bus ride from
the city centre or a 5-minute walk from Metro Delices.
The permanent exhibition space has been almost doubled in size, but ironically, the
number of physical exhibits seems to have been reduced, to be replaced by a plethora of
multimedia displays, video screens etc. This has the advantage that the general visitor can
tour the museum in a couple of hours, but those more interested can stop almost anywhere
and find more detailed electronic images and information. The three floors cover three
themes, the Olympic Movement, the Olympic World, and the Olympic Spirit, and those who
visited the Olympic Journey exhibition at the Royal opera house in London in 2012 will
recognise the Museum displays as a very much expanded version of that exhibition.
The interactive displays are great fun, with youngsters in particular testing
their skills. The physical displays take the visitor from Ancient Greece to
London 2012, passing through Much Wenlock on the way, and recognising
the growing place of Paralympic sport.
The tangible displays include medals and Torches. The Torches generated
some discussion, the London 1948 Torch in particular. It is not the standard
torch with which we are all familiar, there was no specific caption, but
reference to the Official Report confirmed it was the unique Torch used to
light the flame of the cauldron in the stadium.
The Museum's 1948 Torch
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There is an entry fee to tour the museum, but the Samaranch philatelic collection is freely
accessible to all, in the atrium leading to the entrance to the main displays
All in all, the Museum is definitely worth a visit, with fine views over Lake Geneva as an
added bonus!
Part of the philatelic display.
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The 20th World Collectors Fair.

The fair was held in a marquee on the lakeside at Ouchy, following the AICO meeting. It was
opened by Francis Gabet, Director of the IOC Culture and Heritage Department, who cut the
ribbon held by two members of the International Olympic Committee. From the beginning the
tent was a hive of activity, with collectors buying, selling, exchanging, and perhaps above all
renewing acquaintance with fellow collectors from around the world: the one who came
furthest was SOC member Ellis Kwan from Hong Kong (not counting David Maiden from
Australia, one of the principal organisers!).

Spouses and partners enjoyed Lausanne's other tourist attractions or took the relaxing boat
trip across the lake to Evian in France. Everyone met up again for meals in the evening,
including one in the Olympic Museum restaurant. Afterwards the SOC members added
restful breaks in Geneva, France or Germany, to complement a very pleasant few days in
55

Bob Wilcock, David Frome and Bob Farley at the S, O.C. table.
Photo: Ragnavald Hansen.

International packet - New Secretary needed
Brian Hammond has run the packet very successfully for the past few years, but is now
having to give it up for personal reasons.
This is a great service to members with a good level of sales. We are now looking for a
volunteer to take over the Packet Secretary role. If you are interested or would like to
know more please contact Brian at bkhammondvirqinmedia.com or
marathonsocietfiofolvmpiccollectors.orq. Committee would like to streamline the
process to try to reduce problems and make it even less expensive for members, and
the new Secretary will naturally be able to contribute his or her ideas. For the circuit to
be most effective and cost effective the new Secretary will need to be UK based and
have e-mail. Committee's intention though is that the packet will be available to all,
including those who do not have e-mail. The packet is an excellent means of enabling
members to dispose of surplus material, and others to fill gaps in their collections. This
is especially important now that there is no specialist UK dealer in Olympic material, so
we do hope someone will step forward.
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Sochi 2014 - Medal Winners

The following details of medal winners commemorated by philatelic items have been

Belarus - Newsletter # 20 (573) April 21, 2014
On May 2, 2014 the Republic of Belarus issued three stamps and a souvenir sheet "Medal
winners of the XXII Olympic Winter Games in Sochi".
The stamps and souvenir sheet were printed by the "Bobruisk Integrated Printing House".
Designer: Yelena Medved.
Printing: offset.
Colour: multicoloured.
Paper: chalk-surfaced, gummed.
Perforation: comb 131/2 x 133/4.
Size of the stamps: 37 x 26 mm.
Sheet composition: 8 stamps and 1 label.
Size of the sheets: 135 x 100 mm.
Embossing and selective security varnishing
was integrated in the printing process.
Print quantity: 80.000 each stamp design.
Letter "M" is equal to the air-mail tariff
of a postcard abroad.
Letter "P" is equal to the air-mail tariff
of a letter up to 20 gram abroad

First day postmark.

(Above) The security
varnish imprint on each
design.
(Right) the sheet layout of
eight stamps plus one
label.
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MNadezhda Skardino bronze medal winner
(biathlon).

MAlla Tsuper - Olympic
champion (freestyle).

MAnton Kushnir - Olympic
champion (freestyle).

Nadezhda Skardino is a biathlete. She represented Belarus at the 2010 Winter
Olympics in Vancouver and 2014 Winter Olympics in Sochi. She won a bronze medal in
the individual competition at the 2014 Winter Olympics.
Alla Tsuper is a Ukrainian-born aerial skier representing Belarus.
She was 5th at the 1998 Winter Olympics (representing Ukraine), 9th at the 2002 Winter
Olympics, 10th at the 2006 Winter Olympics, and 8th at the 2010 Winter Olympics. At the
2014 Winter Olympics, she finally became the Olympic champion by performing a fairly
well executed back full-full-full (three backflips with three twists).
Anton Kushnir is an aerial skier who competed in the 2006 Winter Olympics, the 2010
Winter Olympics and the 2014 Winter Olympics. He has had five World Cup victories.
Kushnir won a bronze medal at the 2011 FIS Freestyle World Ski Championships. He
won a gold medal at the 2014 Winter Olympics in Sochi, with the highest score in
Olympics history.
Miniature Sheet.
Perforation: round 133/4. Size of the stamp in the souvenir sheet: diameter 40mm.
Size of the souvenir sheet: 111 x 80 mm.
Print quantity:
15.000 sheets.
MEAABICTb1 XXII 31MOBbIX
A nimniAcKix fYflbHAY Y CO4b1
Medal winners of the XXII Olympic Winter Games in Sochi

PDarya Domracheva three-time Olympic
champion
(biathlon).
Hero of Belarus.

Rap m jaompa-iaea - ipoxpe30eag antuni
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repoci Benapycl
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Darya Domracheva is a biathlete who has been competing in the Biathlon World Cup
since 2006. She won three gold medals in the pursuit, individual, and mass start
competitions at the 2014 Winter Olympics, and a bronze medal in the individual
competition at the 2010 Winter Olympics.
Finland
t KU LTAMITALI
GULDMEDALJ

Special stamp issued by Finland to mark
Olympic gold medal win of Sami Jauhojarvi
and livo Niskanen in the cross-country skiing
mens team sprint.

SAMI.JAUNO.JA=N1
;IVO NISkAINP,■

Itella Posti moved fast to mark Sami
Jauhojarvi's and livo Niskanen's gold medal
triumph in the men's team sprint at the Sochi
2014 Winter Olympics with a special stamp.

The stamp is based on a photograph of the pair by Antti Aimo-Koivisto, taken at the Sochi
medal ceremony. Titled Men's sprint gold, the stamp is designed by Ari Lakaniemi and
Susanna Rumpu.
Print quantity: 250,000. Value EUR 1.80.
Latvia
Latvijas Pasts, in collaboration with sports
federations and the Latvian Olympic Committee
(LOC), released four stamps and a special
envelope, dedicated to Latvian medal winners in
the XXII Olympic Winter Games, on May 27, 2014.
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Each stamp was printed in sheets of four.
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The Olympic stamps depicted the Latvian
champions in the XXII Olympic Winter Games:

First day postmark.

Skeleton racer Martins Dukurs who won a silver medal:
Bobsleigh team consisting of Oskars Melbardis, Daumants Drei§kens, Arvis Vilkaste and
Janis Strenga who also claimed silver;
Andris tics and Juris 8ics who earned a bronze medal in the luge doubles competition;
Eliza Tiruma, Martiri§ Rubenis, Andris tics and Juris Sics who won a second bronze
medal for Latvia in the luge mixed team relay event.
The print run of each stamp was 30.000 and their denomination is EUR 0.50, the rate for
mailing a regular letter within Latvia.
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Martins Dukurs is a Latvian skeleton racer who has
competed since 1998. Prior to his silver medal at Sochi, he
won silver at the 2010 Winter Olympics in Vancouver.
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Oskars Melbardis
is a Latvian bobsledder who has
competed since 2006. He started his career as a brakeman,
most notably competing along Janis Minins, however
starting from 2010-11 season Melbardis has been
competing as a pilot.
He won a silver medal at the 2014 Winter Olympics (fourman).
Daumants Dreiakens is a Latvian bobsledder who has competed since 2003 Prior to his
silver medal at Sochi, he finished sixth in the two-man event at Turin in 2006.
Arvis Vilkaste is a Latvian bobsledder, brakeman who has competed since 2010.
He achieved a silver medal at the 2014 Winter Olympics.
Before becoming a bobsledder, Vilkaste was a sprinter, winning a gold medal at the 4x100
relay at the 2008 Latvian Athletics Championships.
Janis Strenga is a Latvian bobsledder, brakeman who has competed since 2008.
He achieved a silver medal at the 2014 Winter Olympics.
Andris tics is a Latvian luger who has competed since 1998. Competing in three Winter
Olympics, he won a silver medal in the men's doubles event at Vancouver in 2010 and two
bronze medals at Sochi in 2014 alongside his teammate and older brother Juris tics.
Juris tics is a Latvian luger who has competed since 1998. Competing in three Winter
Olympics, he won a silver medal in the men's doubles event at Vancouver in 2010 and two
bronze medals at Sochi in 2014 alongside his teammate and younger brother Andris tics.
Eliza Tiruma is a Latvian luger who has competed since 2006. She won her first Olympic
Games medal at the 2014 Winter Olympics in Sochi in the team relay event.
Martigt Rubenis is a Latvian luger who has competed since 1998. He won the bronze
medal at the men's singles event at the 2006 Winter Olympics in Turin, becoming the first
Latvian (i.e. representing Republic of Latvia) to win a medal at the Winter Olympics and the
only one from Latvia at the 2006 Winter Olympics. He won his second bronze medal at the
2014 Winter Olympics in Sochi in the Team Relay event.
Martiot retired after the 2014 Winter Olympics. He announced his retirement after the
men's event, in which he finished 10th, yet a few days later Rubenis won a bronze medal
being a part of the Latvian Relay Team.
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Poland
A miniature sheet containing three stamps with
values of 4.20 zt. was realeased by the Polish Post
Office on 11th April, 2014 to celebrate the successes
of the Polish Olympic team at the 2014 Sochi
Winter Olympic Games.
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First day postmark.
Kamil Stoch At the 2014
Winter Olympics in Sochi,
Russia, Stoch entered as a
medal favourite. After
qualifying easily in the first
competition, the Normal hill,
he then landed the longest
jumps in both rounds of the
finals to win the gold medal.
He won by 12.7 points, the
fourth- largest margin of
victory in a men's normal hill
at the Winter Games.
Justyna Kowalczyk is a
Polish cross country skier who
has been competing since
2000. Kowalczyk is a double
Olympic Champion and a
double World Champion.

Zbigniew Br6dka is a Polish
speed skater and a 2014
Olympic champion in 1500
metres winning by only 0.003
sec. He is the first Pole to
receive a gold medal in this
discipline.

Polscy Zioci Medaliici
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Slovenia
a Maze;

Slovenia Post stamp issue.
Date of Issue: 30.05.2014
Designer: Edi Berk
Subject: Tina Maze
Printer: SIA Baltijas Banknote, Latvia
Process: 4-colour offset
Format: sheetlets of 10 stamps
Stamp size: 37,50 x 30,00 mm
Perforation: Comb 13 1/4 : 13 1/4
Photograph: Matej Druinik
4.\
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Tina Maze is a World Cup alpine ski racer and a twotime Olympic gold medallist from Slovenia.
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First day postmark.

SLOVEN I JA

2014 Winter Olympics
At the 2014 Winter
Olympics in Sochi, Russia, Maze finished fourth in
the super combined at Rosa Khutor. The second event
was the downhill, where Maze tied for first place
with Dominique Gisin of Switzerland. This was the first
gold medal for Slovenia at any Winter Olympics and the
first time that a gold medal was shared at an Olympic
alpine skiing event. Maze finished fifth in super-G, won
another gold in the giant slalom, and was eighth in
the slalom.
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Second Summer Youth Olympic Games, Nanjing, China
Compiled from information provided by Ellis Kwan, Tang Ganxian, Shaoqi Wu.
The 2nd Summer Youth Olympic
Games were held in Nanjing,
China 14 - 27 August, 2014.

nA

203.4

A single 1.20 stamp showing the
mascot Nanjinglele was issued
by China Post.

YOUTH OLYMPIC CAWS \
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in advance of the Games, 30 postmarks were announced showing the mascot
participating in the sporting disciplines included in the schedule of the Games.

Postal used copies of these postmarks
have not yet been seen, although there
are indications that they may have only
been available at a single location, and
with a fixed date,
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The following email from Ellis confirmed the existence of the venue postmarks, the
location and 'dates' of their use:
Dear All,
I am in the airport bus heading home now. But, I would like to share with you some
news.
The enclosed cover bears the all 16 venue postmarks that I acquired from a major post
office in Nanjing on 19th Aug. Yes, 19th not 16th, though the postmarks dates were
16th. Why? Because, the postmarks were made of rubber with FIXED DATES!! And,
they are not available in the venues, but a unique post office in the city on an irregular
schedule
without
announcement!!
advanced
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Further comminication from Ellis:
Dear Mends,
This meter mark is available in the post office of the Nanjing Railway Station on 16
AUG (i.e. The opening day). I am not sure whether it will be available in the closing
date. You can try.
Ellis

✓ 001.20
* AA 1 0 0
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One of a series of
postal stationery
cards.

{left} top Stamp
issue and, bottom:
first day of issue
postmark..

{above} opening day of the Games
postmark.
The same design dated 28.08 was
used on the day of the Closing

7_014. 8 16 4
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Lillehammer '94 (Morgedal Torch Relay postmarks)
Ragnvald Hansen
This year is actually the twentieth anniversay of the XVII Olympic Winter Games in
Lillehammer, Norway.
To commemorate the torch relay leading to the Opening Ceremony of these Games,
Norwegian Post used postmarks with a common design at all seventy-five locations where
the torch stayed overnight. the common design shows an outline of the torch with the lower
end of the torch placed over the upper centre ring of the Olympic rings. Each postmark
varied only in the text designating the location, postcode and date for each day.

Torch relay registered cover serviced at Morgedal.
It was soon noticed by philatelists that the torch was misplaced on the postmark from
Morgedal, where the torch relay commed. Morgedal is the cradle of modern skiing in the
eyes of Norwegians. On the apparently misplaced design of the Morgedal postmark the
base of the torch points towards the upper right-hand ring of the Olympic rings.
While looking through my Lillehammer Olympic itemrs earlier in 2014, I discovered the
cover illustrated above, which bears both versions of the Morgedal postmarks.
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Morgedal Torch postmark with the
'common' design, torch over centre

Morgedal Torch postmark with the
torch over upper-right ring.

I believe that this covers offers an explanation for the use of the two postmarks:
- the version with 'misplaced' torch was in use at the philatelic service, and was used on
the items sold by Norwegian Post. It was also used on the covers prepared by them and
distributed to the local post office;
- the local post office also had a hand cancellation to service items prepared and mailed by
customers / collectors. In the case of Morgedal, the hand cancellation was the correct
version (torch over middle ring).
The cover illustrated was purchased at the small post office in Morgedal (as a prepared
cover), but was upgraded with the additional franking for registered mail.

fir,

R

3060 Kviteseid

338

Morgedal is located in the municipality of
Kviteseid, and the post office is a very small
facility and did not actually have registration
labels, so the registration label was added at the
post office of Kvitseseid 13 km away when the
cover was already enroute to the addressee.

Logically, for Morgedal, the local (correct) version
of the postmark should be the scarcest of the two
versions.
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Memories of Lillehammer 1994
Brian Hammond
Invitation for a
welcome drink.
The Directors of Sportsworld Group plc
have much pleasure in inviting you
to
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La Poste cover for
the handover from
Albertville
to
Lillehammer.
Miner
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Lillehatmtber94

Just two years after the XVI Winter Olympic Games hosted by Albertville, France,
Lillehammer in Norway staged the XVII Winter Olympic Games. The I.O.C. had decided
that due to the increasing cost s of sending teams to the Games, but not wishing to have
a break in the sequence of Olympiads, that future editions of the Winter Games would be
held two years before the Summer Games.
21st. February 1994.
Unlike other Olympic Games that I have attended, I was not able to arrive until the mid
point of the programme. Arriving in Oslo late in the afternoon I had been invited to join
other British guests at a party in another Oslo Hotel. It was the night of the Ice Dance final
and we all sat around a large screen TV to watch Torvill and Dean skating for a second
gold medal. Sadly we left disappointed as they only secured the bronze.
22nd . February 1994.
Next morning it was off to the Lillehammer area to attend my first event, the team Ski
Jumpinfg from the 120m hill. We travelled by coach which took about two and a half
hours compared with about three and a quarter hours on the single track railway
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ARENA OF THE
WINTER GAMES

Unofficial
NORWAY 1994
postcard of the
jumping hills.

Official Lillehammer
postcard
1994
showing Maihaugen
Open Air Museum.

After the event I had the rest of the day to explore Lillehammer. It claimed to be the
smallest town to have staged an Olympic Games (population of only circa 23,000). Not
far from the Ski Jump site was Maihaugen Open Air Museum , a convenient place to
obtain refreshments. Heavy snow-falls had been experienced just before the Games, so
no need for artificial snow.
In the town centre, Prolympia was a display by the Olympic Museum co-located with a
temporary postal centre. The museum displays included interesting Olympic material,
and the postal facilities provided an opportunity to purchase postcards, and Olympic
stamps, and the opportunity to obtain Olympic postmarks.
Norway Post had six years to prepare for these Games and used this time to issue five
miniature sheets between 1989 and 1993 plus ten Olympic stamps issued in sheets
between 1992 and 1994. Each miniature sheet contained four stamps depicting
Norwegian Olympic medal winners, whilst the stamps featured flags and buildings.
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Each day, at Prolympia, at designated times, it was possible to obtain autographs from
an Olympian 'daily guest' on a sopecial postcard, as you can see, my card remained
blank through bad timing.

NORSKE OL-VINNERE
The special
Prolympia
autograph
postcard..

Norwegian Olympic champions

PROLYMFIA OLYMPIC STAMP SHOW
FRIMERKEMESSE • 1.11 I FHAMMER 12.-2/2. 1994

Commemorative
Prolympia cover
with special
handstamp.
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Posten (Norway Post), Lillehammer 1994 Miniature sheets.
1.

1989

20kr.

2.

1990

20kr.

3.

1991

20kr.

4.

1992

20kr.

5.

1993

22kr.

Bjorg Jensen, Eirik Kvaloss, Tom Sandberg.
Womens Nordic Combined Team.
Thorleif Haug, Sonia Henie, Ivar Ballangrud,
Hjallis Andersen.
Birger Ruud, Johan Grottumsbraten, Knutt Johannesen,
Magnar Solberg.
Hallgeir Brenden, Arnfinn Bergmann, Stein Eriksen,
Simon Slattvik.
Finn Christian Jagge, Bjorn Dwhlie, Vegard Ulvang,
Geir Karlstad.
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Official Organising Committee cover of the 1989 miniature sheet..
Posten (Norway Post), Lillehammer 1994 Stamps.
1992
3.20kr.
3.30kr.

Norske 0 imerker

Norwegian Flag.
Building in Lillehammer.

NORWEGIAtd

1993
2 x 3.50kr. (se-tenant)
Cross country skiier with torch.
Building in Lillehammer.
1994
4 x 3.50kr. (block of four)
Norwegian Flag.
Buildings in Lillehammer.
4.50kr.
Flags.
5.50kr.
Flags.

Promotional free postcard from
Posten for the Olympic stamp
issues.
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PIC STAMPS

23rd. February 1994.
Next day it was a direct coach to the Alpine Skiing centre at Hafjell. Markus Wasmeier
won the Men's Giant Slalom. Between the two runs we were entertained by the Queen
of Norway's dance group who encouraged us all to join in. Many of us ended up rolling
in the snow which had formed an icy crust where the crowds had been standing.
After the Giant Slalom event, it was back to Lillehammer and a chance to see the ice
sculptures in the Olympic Park. The Olympic Flame burned brightly by day and night.
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PRIORITAIRE
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R99.
°'11'm nu \
Olympisk Samlerservice
PosLboks 53
N-1415 Oppegard
NOrWaY
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The Winter Olympic Flame had been lit in Olympia, Greece on the 16th. January, 1994,
but a flame was also kindled at the home of skiing at Morgedal, Norway, the source of
It was then time to
leave for Gjovik by
shuttle bus to watch
ice hockey in the
Fjellhall, the recently
completed cavern the largest cavern for
public events in the
world, followed by a
two hour train ride
back to Oslo.

Posten postcard
for the Fjellhall,
Gjovik
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Postcard showing
the interior of the
Fjellhall, Gjovik

24th. February 1994.
Back to Lillehammer for the men's and women's Freestyle Aerials, a new Olympic
event, and later for another Ice Hockey match in the Hakon Hall in the Olympic Park.
Reflecting the experience of the Albertville Winter
Olympic Games, pin collecting and trading reached the
height of popularity during the Games in Lillehammer.
Storgata and the venues attracted .collectors with their
vast array of pins for exchange.
Many Official Sponsor pins were displayed alongside
Coca-Cola produced a wide range of pins and
sponsored pin trading locations.
The Official programme for the Lillehammer
Winter Olympic Games was sold with a pin.
The pictograms used to identify each sporting
discipline were inspired by Norwegian
petroglyphs - rock carvings thousands of years
old. They reinforced the idea of the Games
returning to the birthplace of winter sports. A
set of twelve pins reproduced the pictograms
which also featured on the event postmarks.
This set of Olympic pins is the only one that I
ever purcheased.
Torch relay postcard promoting pins.
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Official postcard using the
pictograms to identify the sports
disciplines at each venue.
25th. February 1994.
A free morning in Oslo so I decided to
take a tram to the Oslo ski jumping
centre at Holenkollen in the quest for
more Olympic postcards. Enroute we
passed the main Oslo Square with ice
skating rink and large screens showing
events from the Lillehammer Games.
After purchasing some postcards, I
decided to explore before returning to
my hotel in time for the coach for
Hamar. I walked up some wooden
stairs and opened the door to find
myself at the top of the large hill jump
looking out on the panorama that the
ski jumpers would experience.

Having briefly considered the attitude of British Health and Safety officials to the
existence of such an access, I decided it was not the time to jump!

Hamar Olyrnpinhall,
Vikinggkipez

Posten postcard showing
artist impressions of the
Hamar Olympic venues.

Ilarnfir 01yrnhiske A,nh,

The coach took us direct to the Viking Ship Hall at
Hamar, so called because it is shaped like an
upturned Viking ship. On arrival a large choir of local
scholl children were singing in English with the ice
covering Lake Mjosa as backdrop.
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Later I witnessed car racing on a marked course on the ice of the lake
Inside the Viking Ship we were treated to a display of barrel jumping and other
entertainment led by the two Lillehammer mascots Prince Hakon and Princess Christin.
The mascots were present at most events, providing a number of pairs of local children
to truly participate in the Games as they fulfilled their mascot roles. Germany were
victorious in the Speed Skating. After the event, I walked to the centre of the town to
see the wonderful display of ice sculptures.

The mascots feature on this meter mark and souvenir cover.

f

A tourist postcard showing an aerial view of the Viking Ship with a section
of the snow covered, ice bound lake to the right.
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The hot Olympic ticket for these Games was for the final of the ladies figure skating due
to the expected contest between the two American skaters Nancy Kerrigan and Tonya
Harding. Press reports claimed that the best tickets were selling on the black=market
for up to £1000. Security was not good and many people gained entry on fake tickets
and as a result were sitting on stairs. In January before the Games Nancy had been
attacked by a man associated with Tonya with the intention of stopping her from taking
part in the Lillehammer Olympic Games to improve the prospects of Tonya Harding
winning Gold.
00001114
MOW.

Kunst-Sap, Fracas kvinror
Figure Skating, Free skating ladies
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Ticket for
the figure
skating
final.
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Fiigure skating
handstamp on
souvenir cover.
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AI. arena

It was a night of drama. Nancy skated first of the pair with a performance clear of
mistakes. Tonya arrived late for her turn and was nearly disqualified. She missed her
first jump and claimed a broken lace was the problem. She had claimed this problem
before, but was given a second chance , but finished eigth. The medal ceremony was
due to follow the last skater, but no results came up so we waited about twenty minutes
then a message came over the loudspeaker that the ceremony was delayed as the
music for the National Anthem of the winner could not be found. A Norwegian official
gave an impromptu display until the music was found, and the winner announced as
Oksana of the Ukraine with Nancy Kerrigan in the silver position. A very late night
coach trip back to Oslo where the ski jump and other buildings were brightly illuminated.
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Tourist postcard
showing the
Hamar Olympic
venues.
Top: Viking Ship;
Bottom: Olympic
Amphitheatre with
'Northern Lights'
cladding.

26th. February 1994.
A late start for a return to Hamar after purchasing a few more souvenirs in Oslo. Two
more events in the Olympic Amphitheatre today. Security was very tight after the
problems of the previous evening. The afternoon event was the the skating exhibition in
which all the medal winners from the three figure skating and the ice dance performed
their own choice of programme. Torvill and Dean chose Bolero using the costumes
from their gold medal performance at Sarajevo. The British spectators had seats
together and one young lady had made up a set of '6.0' on white boards. She asked me
to hold one up at the end of their performance, which I was happy to do. You may have
seen the row of 6.0 placards on the TV as it has been shown many times.
The evening event was the finals of the short track speed skating. Britain had high
hopes of a medal in the men's event while Australia had a team in the men's relay. The
Australians sitting near us suggested that we support each others medal prospects.
We came away with honours even as both prospects achieved bronze medals, and the
Australian team came over to thank us for our support.
Thus concluded my Olympic experience in Lillehammer, a very active few days, with
many memories to cherish.
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"Yushu" No.787 - Japanese monthly philatelic magazine
Japanese member Masaoki Ichimura, has provided an article commemorating the 50th
Anniversary of the 18th Olympic Tokyo Games to the magazine Yushu.
The publication is printed in Japanese, but the article is very well illustrated and includes
some very detailed information and includes items from Tokyo 1940, and Tokyo 2020. A
copy will make a handy reference for fellow collectors.
The issue also details selected stamp issues from around the world for the 18th 011ympic
Games, and an article on the 1896 stamp issue of Greece.
It appears that the 1964 Olympic Games are often overlooked by collectors because the
script is unfamiliar to the majority, making study and reasearch more difficult.
Many of us owe a debt to Masaoki for his assistance in explaining this material, and his
ongoing research, which is made available to the wider collecting community.
The following extracts are from the published article:

Tokyo 1964 Olympic Village cancels
Two distinctive dies can easily be identified for the Latin script version of the Olympic
Village circular datestamp. A variety of the second type is also illustrated.

V

elCi/J(?N

15.IX.64-8-12
(567̀1
Type /

OLYMPIC
TOKYO
'M' centred over T.

Type 11

OLYMPIC
TOKYO
'M' offset left over T.
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Type 11-2

VILLAGE
VILLAGE
Smaller 'L' in VILLAGE

Tokyo 1964 sports cancels
A 'forged' version of the Judo events commemorative postmark is illustrated:

tla At
39. 10. ZO -11
Cet9)6i/EV"i.
Genuine

'Forgery

The quality and eveness of impression immediately suggest that the suspect version is a
printed impression rather than a handstamp.
The most obvious difference in the design is the font size and style of the characters in
the date 39. 10. 20 - 23
Note: The date style / font / size is often a key factor when comparing versions of cancels
and assists in identifying 'dubious' items.
1964 Tokyo - Participation of Chile
The item illustrated below left appears in the Yushu artice for stamp issues.
It appears to be an overprint on the sheet issued in conjunction with the 1959 issue to
commemmorate the Centenary of the German College in Valdivia (Michel 548/9)
illustrated below right, and commemorates the participation of the nations athletes at the
Tokyo Olympic Games.

CENTENAtIO nr'l INSTITUT° ALLMAN
"CARLO%'

DE VALDIVIA
fawn...0 M. INiirroo Atia.
-0.404 AxImxitrUnmi VstarrIA
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Lottery for Olympic Tickets, Tokyo 1964
Bob Farley / Masaoki Ichimura
At the Olympic Collectors Fair in Lausanne, I was offered what appeared to be a very
unimpressive postal stationery card, which without the vendors knowledge would not
have held any interest for me.
It is a sad fact that almost all
western collectors are lacking in
knowledge of eastern scripts
and characters, so without other
visual clues they regularly
overlook items that may be
significant.
Right: Address side,
Below: Message side; of the
postal stationery card.
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Based on the knowledge of the
vendor, and the relatively low
price, I purchased the item and
resolved to contact Masaoki
Ichimura for his assistance to
both translate and confirm the
status of the postal stationery
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By return, I received the response from Masaoki, confirming the status of the card as a
postal entry for the lottery to obtain tickets for the Opening Ceremony of the Tokyo
1964 Olympic Games (as ststed by the vendor), together with the following details /
translation:
Address side:
Postmark:
TOKYO C.P.O
November 26th, 1963.
Addressed to:
Tokyo, Kamigouri / Hyogo Prefecture.

Message side:
Olympic Toyko Games
Opening and Closing ceremony
entrance ticket Lottery number entry card
Opening Ceremony ticket
Tokyo Olympic Games Organising Committee

(1) Lottery day: January 21st, 1964. (planned).
(2) Announcement of wiinning numbers:
in newspapers and sales points for
Olympic tickets.
(3) Retain this postal card carefully, if you win.
You can exchange this postal card for a
reserved Olympic ticket.
(4) Application time for a reserved ticket:
January 25th - February 15th, 1964.
As on previous occasions when corresponding with Masaoki. In addition to the
requested translation details were provided of the following items that relate to the lottery
for Olympic tickets and distribution of Olympic tickets illustrated by examples from his
own collection.
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Lottery day: January 22nd, 1964 (one day later).
Time: PM 1:50 - 4:00
Place: Hibiya-koukaido (Tokyo).
Cover with label for notification of the award of an Olympic ticket.
From Lottery draw for Tokyo Olympic Games opening and closing ceremony tickets.

Postmark:
TOKYO C.P.O
January 22nd, 1964
PM 0:00 - 6:00.
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Wrapper (folded envelope) for an Olympic ticket, used as a first day cover.

Postmark:
TOKYO C.P.O
November 11th, 1963.
AM 8:00 - 12:00
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50th Anniversary of the 1964 Tokyo Olympic Games
Bob Farley
The Games of the XVIII Olympiad were awarded to Tokyo, Japan on the 26th May, 1959 at
the 55th I.O.C. Session held in Munich, and were celebrated between 10th - 24th October,
1964.
This celebration of the Olympic Games was the first to be held in Asia, and featured two
new sports - judo (men) and volleyball (men and women).
Advances in technology had two direct influences on these Olympic Games:
Travel by air had advanced significantly making global participation much easier
without the need for lengthy ocean voyages. Tithe Tokyo Olympic Games heralded
the first time that an Olympic Games hosted outside Europe enjoyed participation by
more nations than the preceding games.
Advances in space exploration and the establishment of satellite communications
allowed television broadcasts without the delay resulting from the shipment of
'newsreel' films.
The increase in the number of participating nations, and the increased philatelic
commemoration of the 1964 Olympic Games was influenced by the granting of
independence to a substantial number of former colonial possessions.
Transmission of the XVIII Olympic Games
Syncom 3 was launched on 19 August 1964, and was the first geostationary satellite. It
provided live television coverage of the Olympic Games to Canada and the U.S.A.
Transmissions were relayed to 21 countries in Europe by Relay 1, an older satellite.

On the occasion of the
Centenary of the International
Union
Telecommunications
(ITU) in 1965, a number of
countries issues stamps with
designs including satellites, and
linked these to the transmission
of the Olympic Games.

Syncom 3

CORREOS

REPUgLICA DE PANAMA

CORREOS

EMISION CONQUISTA DEL ESPACIO
Con fines Mefereologicos

499
TOKIO 1964

EL SYNCOM 3 Televisa al mundo los
SIMON i
B 11.%0
ANAMAa

JUEGOS OLIMPICOS y datos metereologicos
u47:!.rn

4031
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Syncom 3 / Tokyo Olympic
stamp issues.
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Panama: perf and imperf stamp
and miniature sheet - imperf
changed colours.
Paraguay: perf and imperf stamps.
Qatar: stamp and miniature sheet.
Rumania: stamps.
Yemen Kingdom: perf and imperf
stamps, miniature sheet.
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GOVERNMENT OF QATAR

1965

1410

THE MUTAWAKELITE KINGDOM OF

YEMEN
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Relay 1 stamp issues.
Relay 1 (or the series of relay satellites) have
featured in many stamp designs, but direct links to
the transmission of the Tokyo Olympic Games are
not commemorated.

S%0.80'

CENTENARIO DE LA
UNION INTERNACIONAL
DE TELECOMUNICACIONES

Representative designs from Ecuador and Guinea.

Information and lists on rammb.cira.colostate.edu/dev/hillger/Relay.htm will prove very
helpful if researching satellite related philatelic links.

Establishment of new Independent States and increased number of participation
nations at the Oympic Games.
A significant increase in the number of states acheiving independence ocurred in the
period 1950 - 1964, culminating in the independence of Northern Rhodesia as Zambia on
the day of the Closing Ceremony of the Tokyo Olympic Games.
Date
24/12/1951
01/01/1956
02/03/1956
20/03/1956
06/03/1957
02/10/1958
01/01/1960
04/04/1960
27/04/1960
26/06/1960
30/06/1960
01/07/1960
01/08/1960
03/08/1960
05/08/1960
07/08/1960
11/08/1960
13/08/1960

Colonial
power
Britain
Britain/Egypt
France
France
Britain
France
France
France
France
France
Belgium
Britain
France
France
France
France
France
France

New State {transitional names}.

Libya (Socialist People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya)
Sudan, Democratic Republic of
Morocco 2, Kingdom of
Tunisia, Republic of
Ghana, Republic of
Guinea, Republic of
Cameroon 3, Republic of
Senegal, Republic of
Togo, Republic of
Madagascar, Democratic Republic of
Congo (Kinshasa), Democratic Republic of the
Somalia, Democratic Republic of
Benin, Republic of {Dahomey}
Niger, Republic of
Burkina Faso, Popular Democratic Republic of {Upper Volta).
Cote d'Ivoire, Republic of (Ivory Coast)
Chad, Republic of
Central African Republic
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Colonial

Date
15/08/1960
17/08/1960
22/09/1960
01/10/1960
28/11/1960
27/04/1961
.09/12/1961
01/07/1962
01/07/1962
03/07/1962
09/10/1962
12/12/1963
06/07/1964
24/10/1964

New State {transitional names}.

power
France
France
France
Britain
France
Britain
Britain
Belgium
Belgium
France
Britain
Britain
Britain
Britain

Congo (Brazzaville), Republic of the
Gabon, Republic of
Mali, Republic of
Nigeria, Federal Republic of
Mauritania, Islamic Republic of
Sierra Leone, Republic of
Tanzania, United Republic of
Burundi, Republic of
Rwanda, Republic of
Algeria, Democratic and Popular Republic of
Uganda, Republic of
Kenya, Republic of
Malawi, Republic of {Nyasaland}.
Zambia, Republic of {Northern Rhodesia}.

Participating Nations at the Olympic Games (1896-1964) by Geographical distribution
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The number of participating nations at
summer Olympic Games from the European,
American,
Asian
and
Australasian
geographical regions had all reached relative
plateaus between 1950 and 1960.

All Participants
90

The number of participating nations from
Africa was following an upward trend over the
same period.

70
50

The increase in the number of nations
achieving independence from colonial
powers, resulted in a need for the newly
formed states to establish national identities
within the global community.
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Asian
European
Americas
African
Australasian

Recognition by the Olympic movement and
participation in the Olympic Games offered
potential routes to global recognition..

Philatelic Commemoration of the 1964 Tokyo Olympic Games
Of the 93 participating nations listed as participating at the 1964 Tokyo Olympic Games, 12 were
making their debut.
52 of the participating nations cvommemorated the Olympic Games with the issue of
commemorative stamps, and a further 7 introduced postal markings relating to the Games so that
59 of the participating nations can be represented by philatelic means.
However, there are some
factors that need to be
considered:
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Germany participated as a combined team,
so there are stamp issued from both West
and East Germany.
A single postal authority operated for
Uganda, Kenya, Tanganyika and Zanzibar
at this time - 3 participating nations and 1
non- participant were commemorated by a
single issue.
Ryukus issue for the Torch Relay is
effectively a territorial issue of Japan.
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Participating Nations

A=

A B

A

V V
✓ V
V

A

B

Japan

✓ ').,1Ghana

Afghanistan

2111Great Britain

✓ Argentina

Alt,
9F"

12

Bermuda

Iraq

Bolivia

Ireland

British Guiana

Portugal
071.
4/

X11"1 Northern Rhodesia (1) (2)
Romania

CI

Burma

Kenya
✓
✓ NG South Korea

V V

Cameroon ")

Lebanon

AL.

Canada

Liberia
v

Ceylon

V V

✓

Senegal °)

v

Soviet Union
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Taiwan

Libya *(l)
•

Chad (1)

Liechtenstein

Tanganyika (1)

Chile

Luxembourg

Thailand

Colombia

Madagascar

Congo Republic ")

Malaysia

Costa Rica

Mali (1)

Ivory Coast "'

Mexico

Cuba

Monaco

Czechoslovakia

(1)

Trinidad & Tobago

E,

Uganda
United arab Republic
United States

Mongolia (I)
v FA?
'

Dominican Republic (1)
Ethiopia

:7,!IE:INetherlands

Finland

7.0:1 Netherlands Antilles

France

MIC1 New Zealand

Germany **

✓

Uruguay

-11Morocco

ig

Tunisia
Turkey

v

✓
✓

Denmark

'211"

Puerto Rico
Rhodesia

Jamaica

Cambodia

Poland

'1111taly

Bulgaria

14.1

Peru
Philippines

Israel

Brazil

V V
✓ V
V V

Pakistan

v

India
Iran

V V

FAI44

Hungary

Belgium

114"

Norway

Iceland

Austria

'91
4 Bahamas

V V

Nigeria

Panama

Hong Kong

✓

Australia

B

✓
14G4
:4-jk k
A' 4.

"Greece

Algeria (I)

Postal marking.

B =

Stamp issue.

Nepal II)

2Co
2
✓

Venezuela
Vietnam

v Yugoslavia

v Niger (1)

Nations appearing for their debut at an Olympic Games.
Northern Rhodesia gained full independence as Zambia on the date of the
Closing Ceremony.
* Libya

Libya took part in the Opening Ceremony. Their sole athlete withdrew from
the marathon, so the 'team' did not compete.

*" Germany Athletes from East Germany and West Germany competed together as
the United Team of Germany from 1956 to 1964.
—* West Indies Federation

Listed on the olympic-museum.de/part_count/1964 web

page as participating, but the WIF team only competed at Rome in 1960.

Note: ' Postal

markings' have been identified from SPEZIALKATALOG, OLYMPISCHE

SPIELE 1964 by Manfred Winternheimer
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Focus on Africa

Algeria

1-bra
Egypt
(UAR)

Mauritania

::13 an it a
-•
Guine/MOr
Guinea n
Besac
Sierra
Leone

jr;.

Fa"

Nigeria

Cate
divoire

African
Persia:4c

'
Equatorial Ginneair
Sao Tome and
prircce

cc
,‘

Gabon ,-

ss? ( Kenya
Democratic .-1,
Repubbc of
'arca - -Me Congo
rli"C'

-arzarla

Participaing nation, with philatelic material
Participaating nation, without philatelic material
First time participation, with philatelic material.
First time participation, no philatelic material.
Non-participating nation, with philatelic material.
Non-participating nation, no philatelic material.
(South Africa was excluded).
Continued next issue: ...
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SPORTS COLLECTIBLES AUCTION

1932 Los Angeles
Summer Olympics Silver Medal.
Estimate: $2,000+
October 24-26, 2013

1912 Stockholm Olympics
Individual Winner's Medal (Solid Gold).
Estimate: $40,000+
February 21-22, 2014 Platinum Night.

1904 St. Louis Summer Olympics
Gold Medal.
Sold For: $38,387 I May 2013

Bid at
HA.com/Sports

1924 Paris Summer Olympics
Gold Medal Awarded to
Member of Uruguayan Football/
Soccer Team.
Sold For: $26,290 I October 2012

1980 U.S. Hockey "Miracle on
Ice" Olympic Gold Medal
Presented to Mark Wells.
Sold For: $310,700
November 2010

WORLD RECORD RESULTS

4,

Call 877-HERITAGE (437-4824) to discuss opportunities.

Annual Sales Exceed 5800 Million 1800,000+ Online Bidder- Members
3500 Maple Avenue I Dallas, Texas 75219 I 877-HERITAGE (437-4824) I HA.com

DALLAS I NEW YORK I BEVERLY HILLS I SAN FRANCISCO I HOUSTON I PARIS I GENEVA
CHRIS NY
Director, Sports
Auctions
ClyyttfiA.corm
ext. 1319

JONATHAN SCHEIER
Consignment
Director
JonathanS@Hricom
ext. 1314

111

MIKE GUTIERREZ
Consignment
Director
MikeGOHA.corn
ext. 1193

TM,WORLD, i AP.FST (.011FC11111FS AL/CW.4F •

HERITAGE am,
AUCTIONS

A Iikrontflispons 1111 fiasonossin,

TX & NY Auctioneer license: Samuel Foose 11727 & 0952360. Heritage Auction Galleries CA Bond 4RSB2004175;
CA Auctioneer Bond: Carolyn Mani 495E12005661. Buyer's Premium 19.5%. See HA.corn for details. HERITAGE Reg. U.S. Pat & TM Ott
29626
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Auctions
Want List Service
Appraisal Service
Exhibit Service
Always buying, selling & accepting consignments:
Torches, Winners' and Participation Medals,
Pins, Badges, Diplomas, Posters, Official Reports,
Programs, Tickets, Souvenirs.
Three Auctions per Year - Catalogs available.

Ingrid O'Neil
Sports & Olympic Memorabilia
PO Box 265, Corona Del Mar CA 92625 USA
Tel. (949) 715-9808 • Fax (949) 715-1871
ingrid@ioneil.com • www.ioneil.com
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